UTMB is currently recruiting for a 12-week physical activity research study. Participants will play a smartphone-based audio game several times a week. In the game, players walk or jog to gather supplies, dodge zombies, uncover the mysterious origins of the zombie plague, and rebuild humanity. The game plays as audio “transmissions” in between songs of your choice.

We provide
• Smartphone and music downloads (you do not need your own phone!)
• Cellular data service for the phone for the three month study period
• The game application
• Headphones and an armband for the phone
• Feedback on your progress
• Social interaction with other zombie survivors

You may be eligible if you are:
• A man or woman aged 18 – 69 years old
• BMI between 25 – 35
• Currently get less than one hour of physical activity per week
• Able to safely engage in moderate intensity physical activity

Interested? Contact us!
Eloisa Martinez
409-266-9643
esmartin@utmb.edu

utmb.edu/pepper